patients with ECOG≥2, elevated LDH, and treated with I-O and other therapies. For a subgroup of index therapy patients with a BOR assessment to baseline anti-PD-1 therapy (n=237), there was a significant association (p<0.01) of OS with BOR to baseline therapy, with higher median OS for those with an initial response (12 months) or stable disease (14 months) compared to a BOR of disease progression (6 months). There was also a significant OS association with BOR to baseline anti-PD-1 therapy for the subgroups receiving I-O therapy (n=119/237, p<0.01) and other therapies (n=37/237, p=0.01).

Conclusions Suboptimal OS in patients who progress on anti-PD-1 therapy in a real-world clinical setting, with predictors of enhanced survival, highlights the need for further research to inform optimal treatment strategies.
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NOVEL ANTI-SIRP ALPHA ANTIBODIES WITH DIFFERENTIATED CHARACTERISTICS AS PROMISING CANCER THERAPEUTICS

Minu K Srivastava, Ryan Alvarado, Sushma Krishnan*, Christine Tan, Swati Jalgaonkar, George Huang, Erin L Filbert, Frances R Bahljat, Xiaodong Yang. Apexigen, San Carlos, CA USA

Background Therapeutically targeting tumor myeloid cells has emerged as a novel and complementary strategy to existing cancer immunotherapy approaches. The interaction of tumor expressed CD47 with SIRP alpha (signal regulatory protein-alpha, SIRPA) on macrophages, dendritic cells and neutrophils inhibits key immune effector mechanisms. Targeting SIRPA-CD47 represents a novel approach to enhance anti-tumor immunity by augmenting or reactivating critical tumor clearance mechanisms.

H5F9, an antibody against CD47, has shown promising therapeutic activities in patients with MSD, AML and NHL. However, agents targeting CD47 present hematological toxicities and present a huge antigen sink leading to not achieving an optimum therapeutic window. Our approach is to target SIRP alpha, the receptor of CD47 and focus therapeutic targeting to relevant mechanisms related to phagocytosis and myeloid cell activation and at the same time avoid undesired effects of blocking CD47. SIRP gamma, a very close relative of CD47 interaction inhibits T cell proliferation and blocks transendothelial T cell migration. Hence, our aim is to generate SIRP alpha selective antibodies that do not cross-react with SIRP gamma and have minimal impact on T cell functions.

Methods Using Apexigen’s APXiMAB™ proprietary antibody discovery platform, we have generated two novel anti-SIRP alpha antibodies (APX701 & APX702) with differentiated properties as compared to other approaches targeting the CD47/SIRP alpha axis. We have used ELISA, FACS based cell binding and blocking assays, and functional assays including in vitro phagocytosis and antibody-dependent cell phagocytosis (ADCP) in combination with tumor-opsonizing antibody to select APX701 & APX702.

Results Our novel preclinical-stage APX701 & APX702 antibodies have demonstrated the following attributes: high binding affinity to human SIRP alpha (APX701 Kd = 0.95nM, APX702 Kd = 0.88nM), no binding to SIRP gamma, efficient blockade of SIRP alpha binding to CD47 (APX701 IC50 = 1.04nM, APX702 IC50 = 0.80nM), potent macrophage mediated phagocytosis, enhancement of ADCP mediated by tumor-opsonizing antibody and favorable developability CMC profiles. In comparison with the benchmark antibody OSE-172, APX701 & APX702 showed potent phagocytosis activity and ADCP enhancement in all donors tested while OSE-172 induced phagocytosis in only 50% of the donors. This may result from the fact that APX701 and APX702 bind to all major SIRP alpha variants (V1, V2 & V8; covering ~92% population) while OSE 172 only binds to SIRPalpha V1 (~50% population).

Conclusions APX701 and APX702 demonstrate differentiated anti-SIRPa activities by enhancing myeloid cell-mediated anti-tumor immunity and reactivating critical tumor clearance mechanisms within the tumor microenvironment.
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A CLEAR INCREASE IN TILS AND MODEST TUMOR GROWTH INHIBITION BY PEMBROLIZUMAB IN PROSTATE CANCER TUMORS GROWING IN BONE OF CD34+ ENGRAFTED NOG MICE

1Suominen Suominen*, 1Justyna Zdrojewska, 1Jenni Mäki-Jouppila, 2Philip Dube, 3Ivan Gladwyn-Ng, 2Paul Volden, 3Jukka Rissanen, 1Mari Suominen. 1Pharmatest Services, Turku, Finland; 2Taconic Biosciences, Rensselaer, NY, USA

Background The recent KEYNOTE-199 trial raises hope for new treatment options for prostate cancer patients with the encouraging results of checkpoint inhibitor activity in a subset of prostate cancer patients, also including patients with bone-predominant disease. However, the patient subset that benefited from the treatment was small, needing identification predictive biomarkers. Proper preclinical models can help in the biomarker quest as well as in the search and selection of the best possible combination partners for further clinical trials.

Methods In this study the bone-metastatic disease was modeled by intratibial inoculation of LNCaP human prostate cancer cells to male C57B6 NOD® (NOG) mice and NOG mice engrafted with human CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells (huNOG, Taconic Biosciences). Tumor growth was followed by serum PSA measurements and tumor-induced bone changes by X-ray images. At study week 4, the PSA positive mice were stratified to two groups (n=10) treated with IgG4 isotype control or pembrolizumab (5 mg/kg, i.p., Q5D) until the end of the study. Tumor-induced bone changes were followed by X-ray 4, 8 and 10 weeks after inoculation. The study was terminated 10 weeks after inoculation and tumors were processed for histological and immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Changes in blood cell counts were assessed by flow cytometry and hematology (n=5/group).

Results At sacrifice, tumor-induced bone changes were observed in all mice, and there was no difference between the groups. Even though the PSA was not significantly lower in the pembrolizumab-treated group, the average histological tumorous surface was lower. In flow cytometry of peripheral blood, increases in the portions of CD3+ leukocytes and double positive CD4+CD8+ cells were observed, but no differences were found in CD4+ nor CD8+ T-cells. However, CD8+ T-cells were radically increased within the tumor as analyzed by IHC.
Conclusions The model successfully mimicked the prevalent clinical situation, where clear responses in PSA or target lesions are not observed. However, a dramatic increase of cytotoxic T-cells in the tumor was observed, revealing the effects of pembrolizumab in a model of prostate cancer growth in bone of huNOG mice. The model presents a suitable platform for studying combination partners with pembrolizumab, that would boost or unlock the anti-tumor activity of the increased TILs.

Ethics Approval This study was approved by the National Animal Experiment Board in Finland; license number ESAVI-2331-04 10 07-2017.
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190 TIMING OF STEROID DOSES AND RESPONSE RATES TO IMMUNE-CHECKPOINT INHIBITORS IN METASTATIC CANCER

Karine Tawagi*, Diana Maslov, Victoria Simenson, Helen Yuan, Cameron Parent, Adi Bannolker, Richa Goel, Zoe Blake, KC Madhav, Marc Matrana, Karine Tawagi, Daniel Johnson, Ochsner Medical Center, New Orleans, LA, USA; LSU, New Orleans, LA, USA

Background Corticosteroids (CS) are the mainstream of immune-related adverse effect (irAE) management, as well as for other indications in cancer treatment. Previous studies evaluating whether CS affect immune checkpoint inhibitor (CPI) efficacy compared patients receiving steroids vs. no steroids. This comparison may be confounded by different rates of irAEs, which are known to be associated with higher response rates to CPIs. Preclinically CS have been shown to diminish naïve T-cell proliferation and differentiation, although there is a paucity of clinical data evaluating how the timing of concomitant CS affects CPI efficacy.

Methods We retrospectively collected data from patients treated with CPIs alone, who received CS during their CPI treatment at a single institution. Patients were allocated into two cohorts based on timing of initiation of CS (> 2 months vs. < 2 months after initiating CPI). Patient characteristics, irAEs, cancer type, treatment type, treatment response/progression per RECIST v1.1, and survival data were collected. Kaplan Meier and Cox proportional hazard regression methods were used to estimate hazard ratios (HR) for the primary endpoint of progression free survival (PFS) along with overall survival (OS).

Results We identified 247 patients with metastatic cancer who received CS concurrently with CPIs alone. The majority of patients had non-small cell lung cancer (n=98), followed by renal cell carcinoma (n=43), and melanoma (n=30). 242 patients were on PD-1 inhibitor monotherapy, while 45 patients received CPI in combination with anti-CTLA-4 ipilimumab (table 1). The median time on steroids for all patients was 1.8 months. After adjusting for differences in rates of treatment type, tumor type, brain metastases and irAEs, patients who were treated with CS > 2 months after starting CPI had a statistically significant longer progression free survival (PFS) [HR of 0.33, p<0.0001], and overall survival (OS) [HR of 0.36, p<0.0001] than those who received steroids < 2 months after starting CPI. Rates of irAEs in each group were not significantly different (p = 0.15). Objective response rate (ORR) for patients on CS > 2 months was 39.8%, vs. ORR for patients <2 months was 14.7% (p-value = <0.001).

Conclusions After adjusting for possible confounding factors such as rates of irAEs, our results suggest that early use of steroids during CPI treatment significantly hinders CPI efficacy. These data need to be validated prospectively. Future studies should focus on the immune mechanisms by which CS affect T-cell function early in CPI treatment course.
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191 ASSOCIATION OF IMMUNE RELATED ADVERSE EVENTS WITH THE EFFICACY OF IMMUNE CHECKPOINT INHIBITORS IN METASTATIC RENAL CELL CARCINOMA

Vasilii Bushunov*, Leonard Appleman, Roby Thomas. University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Background Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) are first-line therapy for tumors including metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC). Use of ICI is complicated by diverse immune-related adverse events (irAEs), which can add significant morbidity but are also associated with improved efficacy of therapy. Risk factors for development of irAE are still poorly understood. We hypothesized that patients with mRCC treated with ICI as first-line therapy have higher rates of developing irAE than patients previously treated with other therapies.

Methods We conducted a single-institution, retrospective medical record review of patients with mRCC treated with immune-checkpoint inhibitors from March 2011 through April 15, 2020. We identified therapy duration, and presence, severity, and treatment of adverse events. We defined overall survival as time elapsed from date of diagnosis until death or until completion of study. We classified severity of adverse events according to CTCAE guidelines. Statistical methods included univariate